Grow wisely.
Auto Loan Origination Suite
Part Acceleration, Part Innovation

Fast | Configurable | Compliant

Auto Loan Origination System (Auto LOS)
Auto lending is a competitive industry where speed matters. Save precious time with an auto lending solution that offers
your associates the ability to make seconds-fast credit decisions and dealer funding for cars, trucks, SUVs, motorcycles,
RVs, and more - wherever they are working.
Sagent Lending Technologies’ Auto LOS is a comprehensive, end-to-end platform for automotive loan origination; from
capturing electronic applications to credit processing, funding validation, and the booking of new loans and leases.
Sagent’s Auto LOS takes care of it all.

Be the first to respond to incoming deals with:
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1. Support of all collateral and finance types
2. Booking at scale
3. Automated credit decisions, funding, and
eContracting
4. Anytime, anywhere access
5. Highly client-configurable options
6. Right-sized implementation
7. Credit risk and fraud mitigation tools
8. Extensive third-party integrations
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1. Support of all collateral and finance types
Sagent’s Auto LOS platform can help you succeed
whether your business is in prime or non-prime
lending, deals in loans, leases, balloon notes, or uses
standard or non-monthly pay structures. All asset
types are supported including auto, marine, RV,
motorcycle, and recreation finance.

2. Book at scale
Never worry about whether or not your
originations system can handle your application or
contract volume influxes again. Sagent’s Auto LOS
platform allows you to book at scale, which means
it can handle increased volume every day of the
year and grow as your business grows.

3. Automated credit decisions,
funding, and eContracting
Auto LOS from Sagent has best-in-class, real-time
processing and automation to deliver to your
associates everything they need to make secondsfast decisions. Win more business by bringing
in more credit applications and getting them
through to approval faster, while still maintaining
compliance and control. Those lenders that can
adapt and react faster, flourish, and improve their
competitive position with dealers.

eContracting allows your associates to execute paperfree contracts. Enjoy contract funding with an automated
package for electronic data, contract validation, and/or
image-based contract processing all while saving money on
paper. Includes automated support for contract acceptance,
validation, status updates, and communications.

4. Anytime, anywhere access
Originate from anywhere with a solution that you can
access 24-hours-a-day from any device whether it be a
tablet, PC, or mobile phone.

5. Highly client-configurable options
Tailor your credit policy, pricing, and procedures across
your lending operation with enhanced configuration
management. Flexible workflows and tasks as well as credit
authority standards, business rules, and decision models
allow you to respond quickly to changing market conditions
in a fully auditable solution. All Auto LOS product
configurations are geared towards business users and don’t
require a large IT staff to support changes.

6. Right-sized implementation
Sagent can offer you flexible deployment methods
based on your IT resources and business strategies. No
two implementations are the same. Get the right size
implementation for your business. Sagent is your partner
every step of the way.

7. Credit risk and fraud mitigation tools
Mitigate the risk to your lending business with rules management
technology, technology that automates lending best practices
and ensures that loans and leases adhere to your credit policy. By
automating credit policy procedures and process compliance, you
can make credit decisions faster and expand your portfolio all the
while minimizing risk and maximizing profitability.

20+ Million Credit Applications
In 2018 alone, Sagent’s Auto LOS
handled over 20 million credit
applications across banks and captive
auto finance companies. Scale up
quickly and easily today with Sagent
Auto LOS.

6+ Million Funded Contracts

8. Extensive third-party integrations
Sagent’s Auto LOS platform supports a wide variety of third-party
integrations designed to help facilitate your auto origination efforts,
including dealer portals like DealerTrack, RouteOne, and CarMax;
guidebooks like Black Book, NADA, and Kelley Blue Book; credit
bureaus like Experian, Equifax Small Business, and TransUnion (U.S.
& Canada); and fraud prevention partners like LexisNexis Business ID
2.0, Innovis CrossCheck, Experian Precise ID, and TransUnion Credit
Vision Link.
For a complete list of third-party integrations, contact Sagent.

In 2018, Sagent’s Auto LOS helped
generate over 6 million funded
contracts across banks and captive
auto finance companies. Get the
support you need across all of your
loan and collateral types.

3+ Million eContracts
In 2018, Sagent’s Auto LOS helped
generate over 3 million funded
contracts with eContracting, including
auto-booked contracts.

Implement with speed, confidence, and reduced risk

Auto Origination Account
Connect
Auto Loan Origination System Benefits:
• Optimizes ROI with risk-to-price profiles
• Faster decision times through automated workflows
• Provides application acceptance, routing, and queuing
• Offers automatic decisioning with dealer portal integration
• Automates policy enforcement and exception tracking
• Eliminates redundant data entry
• Easy-to-understand credit bureau views
• Evaluates dynamic debt
• Analyzes total loan and lease exposure

Auto Origination Account Connect supports borrowers
working on desktop or mobile devices and is fully integrated
with Sagent Auto LOS to provide a seamless end-to-end
borrower journey. Auto Origination Account Connect
supports both direct refinance and lease-loan conversions
with document generation and eSigning. The platform also
supports traditional dealer channels through the integration
of Auto LOS into dealer portals.
Enjoy a solution that is completely white-labeled with the
ability to blend in seamlessly with your brand identity to
strengthen your connection with your borrowers.

• Offers high-risk assessment and workflow management

Auto Origination Account Connect Benefits:
Win more contracts with Sagent’s Auto LOS system by
being the first to respond to incoming deals.
Sagent is there for you when speed and efficiency matter.

Mobile Lending Manager
Mobile Lending Manager is a platform that supports
originations operations by allowing managers to access
dashboards and reports that help them monitor operations;
review and approve / decline credit or funding exceptions;
access basic application information; review held offering
contracts; and view dealer performance statistics. Users can
access the Mobile Lending Manager platform from their
mobile device.
Mobile Lending Manager Benefits:
•
•
•
•

Shorten decision times with applications that are approved faster
Integrated with LOS through API’s to seamlessly handle exceptions
Data security and PII compliant
Enable better dealer service levels and enhanced dealer 		
satisfaction
• Continually monitor operations and dealer performance
• Enable field staff to work directly with dealers to resolve issues
on held-offering contracts

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full view of the borrower journey
Quick and easy document generation
Convenient eSigning
White-labeled
Perform direct and indirect financing
Easily convert loans and leases

Pricing Program Advantage
Pricing Program Advantage is a standalone pricing engine
that supports all lending products fulfilled through any
borrower portal or dealer channel. Using client-definable
matrices and calculations along with a robust rules engine,
the tool supports near unlimited multi-dimensional
pricing models. It aggregates, manages, and provides
pricing from a single repository. It has automation and
change management controls to allow lenders to provide
targeted pricing quickly while reducing costs and ensuring
compliance.
Pricing Program Advantage integrates easily into third-party
systems while maintaining the pricing controls that you
set. The solution also allows you to update your pricing
and programs in real time to keep up with changing market
conditions.

About Sagent Lending Technologies
Newly independent and inspired by a
vision of where lending technology is
going, Sagent Lending Technologies brings
an entrepreneurial energy to clients that’s
grounded by industry-leading credibility.
Today, we proudly carry forward a
history rich in commitment to our clients
and extensive experience within the world
of business process outsourcing. Sagent
values stronger partnerships, a sharper
focus, and the ability to move swiftly and
grow wisely.

Pricing Program Advantage Benefits:
•
•
•
•

Brand-consistent pricing
Real-time pricing program updates
Multi-channel consistency
Increased brand awareness and positivity among borrowers

Connect With Us
Call: (844) 724-3687
E-mail: info@sagentlending.com
Visit: sagentlending.com

Sagent Lending Technologies
1000 Continental Drive
Suite 500
King of Prussia, PA 19406
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info@sagentlending.com
sagentlending.com
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